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Crawford & Company UK alert insurers
to a new property fraud threat
London – Crawford & Company UK has instructed its adjusters to be alert to potential fraud and
arson from the rising numbers of unoccupied properties as their owners struggle to meet costly new
regulations.

Global claims specialist Crawford has identified problems with landlords failing to meet a strict new
grading system introduced via the Energy Act 2011, which mandates a minimum accepted level of
energy efficiency of rented properties.

This Act is in response to the government’s desire to reduce carbon dioxide omissions and make
buildings more energy efficient. However, Paul Bowyer, Director of General Property, at Crawford
suggests the legislation may have several unintended consequences which insurers should be very
wary of when receiving claims on rented properties.

“It’s clear that there will be more unoccupied properties where owners cannot afford to pay for
necessary improvements,” says Paul Bowyer. “As a result, we anticipate more staged escape of
water / malicious damage claims and potentially an increase in arson claims where owners want to
avoid required upgrades due to costs.”

Insurers could begin to feel the pinch over the next five years as landlords effectively pass on their
new energy efficiency bills. “Rebuilding costs are likely to increase between now and 2018, when the

full impacct of requirem
ments comes into force. It is likely that the
t larger pro
operty ownerrs are alive to
these changes, but thee smaller buy‐‐to‐let compaanies and individuals are n
not and this iss where we
could see an increased
d number of claims,”
c
adds Paul.

The key will
w be to accu
urately assesss the potentiaal impact on rebuilding cossts in view of the pending
legislation
n, says Paul. “Crawford
“
UK
K estimates th
hat well over 25% of propeerties in the UK
U would
currently fail to meet the
t minimum requirementts around eneergy efficienccy and that co
osts to reach
these leveels will be sign
nificant. Therrefore it is important we are alive to thee potential im
mpacts of thiss
legislation
n, both in term
ms of cost of claims but also in respect of fraud conssiderations.”
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